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The Viking Longship

Without the Viking longships, there would be no Viking Age. Norse sagas, skaldic poetry and
contemporary foreign sources describe the Viking longships as magnificent sea-going vessels.
It was the seaworthiness of the longships, coupled with the Norsemen’s mastery of navigation and
seamanship, which made it possible for them to conquer the ocean.
Seafaring was a key element of Norse society and the longships played a vital role in their lives. Their
affinity with the sea is even reflected in the Norse language – with over 150 words for waves. They even
buried their kings and chieftains in longships which would carry them on their final journey.
Their Dragon ships were ships of certain significance. The beautifully decorated carvings carried on the
prow signified power and inflicted fear on their enemies as well as warding off the terrible sea monsters
of Norse mythology.
During the Viking Age a broad range of different longships were used depending on the purpose of the
voyage – trade or raid. The coastal river longships were small and maneuverable, mostly used on rivers
traveling eastwards. The cargo vessels designed for passage on the open sea were sturdy and broad while
the typical warship was long and narrow – designed both for rowing and sailing.
Not many longships survived the test of time. The Vikings left almost no clues as to how they built their
longships or how
they were sailed or rowed. Written sources, rock carvings, and archaeological findings all point to the fact
that the Vikings built a number of different types of longships – all for different purposes.
A longship could carry a crew of more than 100 rowers and is estimated to have been able to sail around
10 knots. Sailing at speed and covering long distances allowed them to travel far from home. Crossing the
North Sea from Scandinavia to Britain took just a few days, for example.
The largest cargo ship was big enough to carry cattle and it was the Vikings who brought horses to
Iceland.
The smaller longships had a crew of 10, and could even be carried across a portage. They were mostly
used to travel inland waterways which was important in order to explore Europe and Asia Minor.
Oars as well as sail powered the Viking longships making them less dependent on favorable weather
conditions. The longships made it possible for the Vikings to look beyond the horizon and explore the
edge of their known world.

Draken Harald Hårfagre
In March of 2010 the construction of the largest
Viking ship ever built in modern times began.
The Vikings left almost no record of how they built
their ships, or how they sailed them. Draken Harald
Hårfagre is a recreation of what the Vikings would
call a “Great Ship”, built with archaeological
knowledge of found ships, using old boatbuilding
traditions and the legends of Viking ships from the
Norse sagas.
Plank by plank, nail by nail, more than 10 000 of
them, the ship was constructed by a band of
experienced boat builders, historians, craftsmen
and artists.
115 feet from stem to stern, 26 feet wide, 260
square meters of silk sail and a 79 feet tall mast
made from Douglas fir. She is a seaworthy ship, able
to sail the Oceans of the World.
The ship was named after King Harald Hårfagre, the
king who unified Norway, and had his royal seat in
Avaldsnes near Haugesund, Norway. The home port
of Draken Harald Hårfagre.

The Expedition 2016
Port stops
April 24 Departure, Haugesund, Norway
May 3-5 Reykjavik, Iceland
May 15-17 Qaqortoq, Greenland
June 1 St Antonys, Newfoundland, Canada
June 15 Quebec City, Canada
July 1-3 Toronto, Canada
July 8-10 Fairport Harbor, Ohio, USA

July 16-18 Bay City, Michigan, USA
July 27-31 Chicago, Illinois, USA
August 5-8 Green Bay, Wisconsin, USA
August 18-21 Duluth, Minnesota, USA
September Oswego and NY Canals, NY, USA

September New York City, New York, USA
October Mystic Seaport, Connecticut, USA

An open letter in regards to the Draken Harald Hårfagre in the wake of the Great Lakes Pilotage regulations:

The Pilot Fees
Foreign ships participating in the Tall Ships
Challenge are charged pilot fees to maneuver
the Great Lakes

First of all, I would like to extend a very large thank you to everyone involved in donating in an attempt to help balance our budget, Sons of
Norway for kick starting the fundraiser, the pilot associations and Coast Guard for being patient with us, all of the fantastic pilots who have
navigated us through the lakes so far and have become our friends, all who visited our little ship, all who wants to visit our little ship, Consuls,
Politicians, Tall Ship’s America for all their hard work helping us and inviting us to the Great Lakes, registered and non registered pilots desiring
to donate their time, Canadian Pilots for donating their time through the St. Lawrence, Journalists interested in us, all of you giving us
incredible support mentally through this matter, and thank you Sigurd for building our Draken, hiring this crew, and making this expedition a
reality.
As many of you already are aware, our Draken is subject by US regulation to carry a registered pilot during her time underway in the
international waters of the Great Lakes. This was a law put into effect during the US presidential administration of Dwight
Eisenhower. Because our transit is over many months and several thousand nautical miles, this fee is amounting to be very large for our little
ship. The precise fee is not the most straightforward to calculate. While drawing a straight line from city A to city B and calculate for max
speed is typical for cargo ships, it is not realistic for us unfortunately. For example (please bear with me for those of you already familiar with
all of this) we have a max fuel capacity which requires us to stop approximately every thirty hours to refuel. We are a sailing ship designed
after traditions dating back to before the year 800 AD and constant vibrations from the engines can be detrimental for our riveted oaken
hull. While motoring ahead full works in calm weather, there lies a risk of damaging Draken if we were to attempt to motor into any
significant head seas. Our crew of around 34 works in the lake’s summer heat and sleeps in a tent with as many as 21 persons, we would like
to take 15 minutes a day for a cooling swim, all adding time and dollars to our expedition in the lakes.
If we were to participate in the remaining Tall Ships Great Lakes Challenge® races between the ports, it will increase our distances and hours
on the lakes adding days to our journey. And if we were to continue under sail instead of by engine between the ports we would be subject to
the mercy of the winds, tacking to windward through many of the lakes, or becalmed. We are a crew of professional sailors, and sailing
volunteers, desiring to sail our ship as she is designed for, of course with a balance and compromise of using the engine when sail propulsion
is unfeasible. As a crew we have all been sacrificing sailing on the lakes just to deliver our ship to all who have been pleading to us to push
forward. Again, thank you for your support.
We have heard some unfortunate news, since all of this has come to the surface. We have been informed that the pilot associations have
been receiving threats and being harassed by angry individuals. I hope we can come together and take an approach to this that is with
kindness, honesty, and integrity. We respect pilots and their profession. The safety of the Great Lakes, and well being of all living near these
beautiful bodies of water rely on their tireless skills in navigating these huge ships through difficult waterways in all conditions. It is not an
easy job. We absolutely always welcome the Great Lakes Pilots onboard, and also prefer they not have to take valuable time out of their
already overly busy schedules for our relatively tiny viking ship.

Often stories become confused over time, and facts misconstrued. What is absolutely certain is that Sons of Norway is raising money only for
covering our Pilotage fees that we haven’t budgeted for, and our pilotage fees only. At the moment of writing, the fundraiser has raised over
sixty-nine thousand dollars, which is at the absolute skimming by the skin of our teeth, around a hundred thousand dollars below the lowest
assumed fee we have seen cast forward for Pilotage.
Again, we can never thank all of you enough for the gift of generosity, support, and kindness, you have shown us, the Pilots, Pilot Authorities,
and Coast Guards. It is because of you we all, Draken crew and Great Lakes Pilots, still have our and their livelihoods, and can continue to
bring this wonderful viking ship to your eyes.

Sincerely,

Björn Ahlander – Captain

The Support
Sons of Norway Establishes Official Fundraising Site
in Partnership with the Draken Harald Hårfagre.
The charitable Foundation of Sons of Norway, a
Minneapolis-based financial services and cultural
organization, and the Draken Harald
Hårfagre Viking ship team have established a
partnership to immediately handle a deluge of
interest in donating to allow the vessel to continue
its voyage as part of Tall Ships Challenge® Great
Lakes 2016.

The Draken – the world’s largest modern Viking
ship – needs $430,000 to cover unexpected fees for
pilots to help the ship navigate the Great Lakes as it
sails on the Tall Ships route. Sons of Norway and its
members naturally have a keen interest in the
historical aspects of the ship and want to help the
Draken team accomplish their goals for the Great
Lakes voyage, recognizing that over a million
people are anticipating its arrival at multiple Great
Lakes ports this summer.

“The Draken’s voyage has stirred the imagination of so
many people around the world and inspired the hearts
of those within our organization, too. Its urgent need
fits with Sons of Norway’s mission to promote and to
preserve the heritage and culture of Norway, and we’re
pleased to help facilitate and coordinate sanctioned
fundraising efforts to bring the Draken to all those who
have worked and planned their summer schedules
around her visit.”
Sons of Norway CEO Eivind Heiberg

May 1939: Crown Prince
Olav and Crown Princess
Märtha visited Detroit
Yacht Club
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The Maintenance
Blacksmith Rick Furrer in
Sturgeon Bay

The Maintenance
Ropes, lots of ropes

Belle Isle, a Weekend
in August

Detroit Yacht Club,
hosted 3,000 visitors
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The Viking Rivet
As a memory from the weekend in
Detroit, Captain Bjorn Ahlander of the
Draken Harald Harfagre hands over a
rivet from the ship to Geir Gronstad of
Nordkap Lodge, Sons of Norway.
The rivet will be passed on to Sons of
Norway District 5 Viking Chest.

Bon voyage.
Farvel og
velkommen tilbake

Lady Liberty and the
Draken
The winner of the Draken Photo Contest
2016.
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